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Abstract—Facing with information overload, recommender
system has been employed in many fields, from news, e-commerce
to videos and musics. However, the traditional recommendation
method that focuses on single individual may not has good
performance because of the data sparsity and the curse of large
dimensionality. Although group recommendation has been raised
recently to utilize users’ social information, many of them just
simply aggregate users’ rating information without analyzing the
latent relations among users. In this paper, we proposed a latent
community based video recommendation model (LCB-Rec). This
method does not need explicit user preference information, it
discovers the latent topics of each video with Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) and finds latent user relations with Personalized
PageRank. Then, latent community’s profile is generated by
cluster method and merge strategy. LCB-Rec focuses on giving
recommendation to latent community rather than single user. We
make comparative experiments with Matrix Factorization (MF)
and Random Walk with Restart (RWR) based on the real-world
datasets. The experiment results demonstrate that our proposed
method has a better performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of network transmission and data
processing, people can spend more time interacting with the
Internet. Recently, watching online video has become a popu-
lar entertainment among people. For instance, at YouTube, the
world’s most popular online video website, millions of users
will request millions of videos in a single day. Besides, users
will upload videos continuously to the YouTube with the speed
of more than 24 hours of video per minute [5]. With such
a tremendous video repositories, offering videos that match
users’ interest is a critical problem to be solved. This is why
so many video websites adopt recommender system.

In general, the method for recommendation could be classi-
fied into three categories: collaborative filtering, content based
method and hybrid recommendation [9]. These traditional rec-
ommendation methods focus on providing services for single
user. Evidences that support this kind of recommendation
are users’ feedback to items, characteristic of each item and
users’ profile. However, facing large quantities of unregistered
users and cold-start problem, the recommendation methods
mentioned above may not have a good performance.
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Since it is hard to recommend for single user, how about
offering recommendation for a group of similar users to
decrease dimensionality. In fact, it is reasonable to offer
recommendation to a group of users. Since in real life, people
with similar interest tend to like the same things [1]. However,
in most circumstances [10], raw data does not contain enough
information about users’ social relations. Hence, it is necessary
to find out the “latent social network” of users.

Recently, bullet comments are very popular in many video
websites. As a form of socialized application, bullet comments
give a real-time interaction between video contents and users’
inside idea. Bullet comments can reflect topics of video,
feelings of users, and what users may be interested in. Such
vast amounts of information would be helpful to find the
“latent community”, and with these latent communities we
can give a better recommendation for community users.

The main contributions and solved problems of this paper
are as follows:
• We treat bullet comments as a “corpus” and build topic

model with this “corpus” and LDA method, which returns
the topic distribution for each video.

• We build a directed tripartite graph and apply Personal-
ized PageRank to find similar users. we employ cluster
method and merge strategy to generate the topic distri-
bution of latent community.

• We compute the pearson correlations between new videos
and each community and rank these videos with this
correlations. The top k videos will be recommended.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Traditional Recommendation

Generally speaking, traditional recommendation methods
may be divided into three classes: collaborative filtering,
content based and hybrid of the two [9]. Content based method
provides recommendation by analyzing item’s similarity or
user’s preference [6]. Collaborative Filtering (CF) recommen-
dation is based on users’ past behaviors. It assumes that users
with similar behavior history tend to have same interests.
It uses the past item-rating matrix to build a model for the
purpose of measuring similarity between users.

B. Group Recommendation

To utilize users’ social information, latent information based
recommendation has been proposed. Christakopoulou et al. [4]



Fig. 1: Framework of the recommendation model

proposed SVD based model to learn latent user relations from
rating patterns. What’s more, some recommendation method
tends to detect latent community. Cao et al. [2] proposed an
improved CF algorithm, which predicts rating scores based
on communities. Cheng et al. [3] proposed a method to detect
overlapping community in complex network. Lin et al. [7]
proposed a recommendation model with implicit communities
from user ratings and social connections.

However, methods in [2][4][7] need explicit rating informa-
tion such as “like” or “dislike”, our proposed method focuses
on offering recommendation by mining data without explicit
ratings. Our method utilizes users’ watching records and their
bullet comments to discover latent factors.

III. FRAMEWORK OF MODEL

As Figure.1 shows, our recommendation model consists
of four parts: video’s topic identification, user relationship
discovery, latent community discovery and recommendation
for community.

A. Video’s Topic Identification

We focus on analyzing the similarity between community’s
topic distribution and video’s topic distribution. Thus, it is
critical to dig out latent topics from video’s bullet comments.

In this part, we discover the latent probabilistic topic
distribution from each video. Topic models such as LDA is
employed to extract the abstract topics from documents as a
form of document-topic distribution and topic-word distribu-
tion. Although, LDA cannot be applied to videos directly, the
bullet comments of the videos contain detailed information
of each video. Therefore, our proposed method heuristically
treats each video as a document, and all bullet comments will
be regard as the contents of document sets.

B. User relationship discovery

In this part, we utilize the existing user-video relations in the
raw data and latent video-topic distribution found with LDA
to identify latent user relations. We build a directed tripartite

graph indicating relations among users, videos and topics. The
weight η of each edge in graph is defined as follows:

1) Weight ηi,j of the edge pointing from user ui to video
vj : ηi,j =

Ci,j

Ci
, where Ci,j is the number of bullet

comments that user ui made in video vj , Ci is the
number of all bullet comments made by user ui.

2) Weight ηi,j of the edge pointing from video vi to topic
kj : ηi,j = θi,j , where θi,j denotes the probability that
video vi belongs to topic kj .

3) For the edge pointing from user ui to topic kj : ηi,j =
1
Ci

∑V
v=1

∑
c∈v θ

〈c〉
v,j , where Ci is the number of bullet

comments made by user ui, V is the number of videos.
v identifies a single video. c indicates a single bullet
comment. θ〈c〉v,j is the probability that video v belongs to
topic kj and comment c is from user ui to video v.

4) For the edges of other directions, the weight is calculated
as below: ηi,j = 1

|out(i)| , where the |out(i)| is the out
degree of the node i in the graph.

In this part, we make a matrix implementation of Personal-
ized PageRank and describe the graph in a form of transition
matrix M . The final matrix R that describe the degree of user
similarity could be calculated as:

R = (E − dMT )−1(1− d) (1)

where E is diagonal matrix, d is the damping factor.

C. Latent community discovery

The essence of latent community discovery is to explore
users’ relationships and gather similar users. Affinity Propa-
gation is a cluster method taking similarity matrix of sample
nodes as input, which make it suitable for this problem.

The latent community profile is produced from user’s pro-
file. Three merge strategies (average strategy, least misery
strategy and most pleasure strategy) are employed to generate
community profile ~gc for community c.

Average merging strategy (AMS) is a synthesize consider-
ation of all users, ~gc(k) =

∑
x∈c

~ux(k)
N .



(a) Perplexity comparison with different K (b) Silhouette Coefficient comparison (c) Calinski-Harabasz index comparison

Fig. 2: Metrics comparison to select appropriate parameter K and preference

Least misery strategy (LeMS) represents lower bound of all
users, ~gc(k) = minx∈c ~ux(k)

Most pleasure strategy (MoPS) represents upper bound of
all users, ~gc(k) = maxx∈c ~ux(k).
~gc(k) is a vector denoting community c’s preference for

topic k, ~ux(k) is a vector denoting user x’s preference for
topic k, N is the number of users in community c.

D. Video Recommendation

The recommendation is executed by analyzing correlations
between latent community’s topic distribution and video’s
topic distribution. As there is no information about new
coming video’s topic distribution, for each new coming video,
we load the topic-word matrix Φ trained with LDA, transpose
and normalize the matrix to get word-topic matrix ΦT . For
each word wi in the new video’s bullet comments, we sample
word’s topic kj with probability ΦT

ij . After that, we get a
statistics vector ~n = {n1, n2, · · · , nK}. Each element nj
denotes the number of words in each topic kj . Finally, we
calculate the topic distribution ~rv = {r1, r2, · · · , rK} of video
v , where rj =

nj∑K
i=1 ni

.
With the topic distribution ~rv = {r1, r2, · · · , rK} of video

v and topic distribution ~gc = {g1, g2, · · · , gK} of community
c, we can use the Pearson correlation coefficient to measure
the similarity between latent community c and video v:

corr(c, v) =

∑K
k=1(rk − r)× (gk − g)√∑K

k=1(rk − r)2 ×
√∑K

k=1(gk − g)2
(2)

where r = 1
K

∑K
k=1 rk , g = 1

K

∑K
k=1 gk.

We rank videos according to the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient and select the top-k videos for recommending.

IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we perform experiments to answer the
following questions: (1) What is the proper parameter K (the
number of topics) to be set in the Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
(2) What is the proper parameter preference to be set in the
Affinity Propagation cluster procedure. (3) Does our proposed
method (LCB-Rec) have a better performance than the other
recommendation methods.

A. Dataset
We obtained 3,847 video’s bullet comments from video web

sites (https://www.bilibili.com). To make sure that LDA have
enough training data, we select top 120 videos and each video
contains at least 8000 comments.

B. Comparative Methods
To evaluate the performance of LCB-Rec, Matrix Factoriza-

tion (MF) and Random Walk with Restart (RWR) [8] are used
for comparative experiments. LCB-Rec with different merging
strategies and individual recommendation (Indi-Rec) without
community profile are also comparative experiment.

C. Evaluation Metrics
1) Perplexity: Perplexity measures how well a probability

distribution predicts a sample. Model with lower perplexity
owns better performance. The definition of perplexity is:

perplexity = exp{−
∑V

v=1 log(p(wv))∑V
v=1Nv

} (3)

where V denotes the number of videos, Nv indicates the
number of words without repetition in video v. p(wv) indicates
word w’s distribution in the video v’s comments.

2) Cluster Performance Metrics: As the latent community
is generated without the ground truth labels, it is indeed to use
some metrics for evaluation.

We use Silhouette Coefficient (SC) and Calinski-Harabasz
index (CH) to evaluate cluster performance. The definitions
about the two metrics could be found within scikit-learn. A
higher value of SC or CH relates to a better model.

3) Top-k Metrics: We measure precision@k, recall@k
and f1score@k of each method to evaluate the performance.
Definitions of these metrics are:

precision@k =
|Actual(k) ∩ Predicted(k)|

Predicted(k)
(4)

recall@k =
|Actual(k) ∩ Predicted(k)|

Actual(k)
(5)

f1score@k =
2× precision@k × recall@k
precision@k + recall@k

(6)

where Actual(k) is the top k actual videos’ set,
Predicted(k) is the top k predicted videos’ set.



(a) precision@k comparison (b) recall@k comparison (c) f1score@k comparison

Fig. 3: Performance comparison with MF, RWR, Indi-Rec

D. Experiments Results and Analysis

Figure.2a shows the variation of perplexity with 10 different
K. With a synthetic consideration of the training set’s size and
the variation of perplexity, we choose the value of K equals
60, since the perplexity decrease drastically with value of K
from 10 to 60, and decrease slowly from 60 to 100.

To determine the proper value of preference in Affinity
Propagation, we measure Silhouette Coefficient (SC) and
Calinski-Harabasz index (CH) of each cluster result. We select
9 values of preference from −0.0009 to −0.0001 with a step
of 0.0001 and use the default preference value as the baseline
(Shown as a horizontal green line in the figure).

As Figure.2b and 2c shows, both metrics (SC and CH) indi-
cate that the best cluster result is when the preference equals
−0.0002. This cluster result (preference equals −0.0002)
will be used to generate latent community.

We compare the performance of LCB-Rec, MF, RWR and
Indi-Rec. As Figure.3 shows, LCB-Rec method with “MoPS”
or “AMS” strategy and Indi-Rec method has a better perfor-
mance than MF and RWR methods. The performance improve-
ment owes to following reasons: First, LCB-Rec method and
Indi-Rec method both discover latent topic distribution with
users’ bullet comments, while MF and RWR simply use users’
rating information. Second, LCB-Rec method generates latent
community, which reduces the dimensions of latent relation
matrix. While Indi-Rec method lacks information about similar
users. Thus, LCB-Rec method with “MoPS” strategy has better
impact than Indi-Rec.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on recommending videos to a
latent community rather than a single user. Despite simply
aggregating users’ rating information, we try to discover the
latent information among users and build a latent community
with the help of topic model and cluster method. Compared to
other recommending method like MF and RWR, our proposed
method shows better performance.

Discovering latent information from user generated content
(UGC), like bullet comments, does help to boost recommenda-
tion performance. In the future, more latent information could
be excavated from UGC data to strengthen algorithm.
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